
 
 

 

 

Directory Migration and the Future of Identity Management

Webinars 

Migrate and Modernize Your LDAP Directories – January 11 

How RadiantOne Virtualization Gives You the Benefits of AD Consolidation—Without Disrupting Your

Existing Identity Infrastructure (Part 1: Authentication, SSO) – January 25 

Independent IAM Study 

The Future of Identity Management – A TechVision Research report 

Happy 2018! At Radiant Logic—this year, and every year—our mission is to provide you with the

advanced software, tools, and information you need, so you can evolve from whatever identity

infrastructure and applications you have today, and migrate to the future of your choice—both on-premises

and in the cloud—cost-effectively and without disruption. Speaking of the future, to mark the beginning of

the new year, we bring you some expert, industry-spanning insight into “The Future of Identity

Management” in the form of a report from independent analysts, TechVision Research. 

Also, this month we offer our own expert perspectives, with two live webinars. On January 11, learn how a

federated identity service based on virtualization—incorporating the best features of a metadirectory and a

virtual directory—can enable you to migrate from your legacy LDAP infrastructure, without disruption or

custom coding, and simultaneously obtain a platform for new application initiatives. Then, on January 25—

in the first of a two-part webinar series—discover how you can consolidate AD domains and forests into

HDAP, the RadiantOne Big Data Directory (a fully-compliant LDAP v3 server). RadiantOne can even

integrate heterogeneous identity data from disparate sources such as databases, LDAP directories, web

services, and APIs. The result? A global, unified list of unique identity profiles, which can now be synced to

Azure AD, for example. Or consumed by Web Access Management, federation/SaaS, and “legacy” LDAP

apps alike.

Webinars 

Migrate and Modernize Your LDAP Directory with RadiantOne FID

https://www.radiantlogic.com/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/radiantsite/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/consolidate-multiple-ad-forests-domains.png
https://www.radiantlogic.com/learning-center/events/webinars/y2018/webinar-1-11-2018/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/learning-center/events/webinars/y2018/webinar-1-25-2018/
https://go.pardot.com/l/31062/2018-01-09/dw9zjy
https://www.radiantlogic.com/learning-center/events/webinars/y2018/webinar-1-11-2018/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/learning-center/events/webinars/y2018/webinar-1-25-2018/


Thursday, January 11, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern 

Learn essential strategies to help you evolve painlessly, so you can migrate away from, and replace your

legacy directories. Perhaps your enterprise is like many others. Tasked with managing an aging security

infrastructure based on legacy LDAP directories. The trouble is, with multiple applications relying on this

directory infrastructure, migrating distributed directory configurations and their application dependencies is

an expensive technical challenge. Compounding this problem is the demand to migrate to cloud-based

applications and directories—together with the universal expectation for secure and seamless user

experiences. 

Discover how you can use the RadiantOne federated identity service—including the high-performance,

linearly scalable HDAP Big Data Directory—to migrate away from legacy LDAP directories without

disrupting your existing identity infrastructure. Enabling you to obtain a global view of identity that can be

modeled effortlessly to meet the needs of any application, whether web or cloud-based. Learn more. 

» Join us!

How RadiantOne Virtualization Gives You the Benefits of AD Consolidation 
Without Disrupting Your Existing Identity Infrastructure (Part 1: Authentication, SSO)
Thursday, January 25, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern 

If your identity infrastructure is like that of most large enterprises, likely it contains multiple AD domains,

and perhaps even multiple forests. What’s more, mergers and acquisitions, combined with the expanding

use of the cloud, make already-complicated IT processes more costly and time-consuming. 

And unfortunately, implementing “physical AD consolidation” requires an extensive effort, involving the

restructuring of all your current domains and forests—and reorganizing them into a unified, brand-new set

of AD domains hosted by a common forest. No simple task. 

But rest easy: there’s a better way—one that can enable you to enjoy the benefits of AD consolidation.

Without enduring the challenges. Find out more. Attend the webinar. 

» Join us!

Independent IAM Study 

The Future of Identity Management 
A TechVision Research report

TechVision Research just released its independent IAM study designed to help enterprise identity, security,

and application leaders develop well-founded identity management strategies for the next three to five

years. The TechVision Future of Identity Management report opens by examining overarching technology

and business trends impacting organizations over the next five-year period. Next, the report focuses on
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specific Identity-related trends, making recommendations for “future-proofing” IAM technology and

process. TechVision concludes that, done right, IAM is one of the most important elements of an

enterprise’s digital transformation program. 

What does the future hold for IAM? Areas of focus include securely managing IoT objects, scaling identity

services, developing greater contextual awareness, IAM and security synergies, microservices/blockchain-

based Identity, privacy solutions, needed improvements in IGA, and the impact of artificial intelligence and

machine learning. 

This promising future must, as TechVision explains, be built upon a solid architectural foundation that

provides openness, flexibility, portability, and external data connectivity—an architecture capable of

supporting the expanding use cases for IAM. Ultimately, the report concludes, identity needs to be a utility

which is served up—as it is needed. 

Download the complimentary TechVision enterprise IAM strategic action plan today. 

» Get Report
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